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 Land of the Rising Sun

 The Predominant East-West Axis among

 the Early Japanese

 EDWINA PALMER

 T NHE aim of the present article is to argue the plausibility of a predomi-

 nant east-west axis among the ancient Japanese; this was largely

 superseded or eclipsed in importance by the later introduction of the

 continental north-south polar division of space of Chinese origin. The evi-

 dence on the ancient Japanese world-view is drawn from several sources, all
 admittedly and necessarily inferential in nature:

 1. Ancient Japanese mythology as recorded in the earliest extant large-scale

 works such as Kojiki t-& 2, Nihon Shoki H and extant portions of
 Fudoki )AS, mostly dating from the first half of the eighth century.

 2. Literature such as the Man'y6sha 7IX anthology, containing more than
 four thousand poems from the seventh and eighth centuries.

 3. Evidence provided by archaeology, a field of study that has made con-
 siderable advances in postwar Japan as a result of the excavation of tumuli, shell
 mounds, ancient capitals, fortresses, etc.

 4. Historical records, for example, those pertaining to the relocation of the
 capital cities in both China and Japan.

 5. The rapidly increasing corpus of scholarship on ancient Japanese govern-

 ment, society, and religion.

 The approach of the present article is to summarize the literature on the in-

 fluence of the Chinese north-south axis and quadrivial world-view upon the

 Japanese of the Yayoi St (300 B.C.-A.D. 300) to Early Heian T~ (794-897)
 periods, and then to explore the steadily accumulating evidence that this

 Chinese axis was superimposed upon an earlier east-west axis.

 THE AUTHOR is lecturer in Japanese in the
 Asian Languages Department, University of
 Canterbury, New Zealand. She wishes to
 thank Ms Chigusa Kimura-Steven, Dr

 Christopher Seeley, and Professor Senda

 Minoru F Et for their help and encourage-
 ment in the production of the present article.
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 Introduction

 It is beyond the scope of the present article to discuss the ongoing debate about

 the origins of the Japanese people. I am, however, aware that some aspects of

 the concepts and processes discussed in the following pages may well be 'in-

 digenous' or spontaneous developments, while others may have been strongly

 influenced in prehistoric times by cultures surprisingly distant from Japan's

 current shorelines. Precisely which aspects can be determined as indigenous
 and which are definitely foreign is not always clear.

 Recent anthropological research has suggested that prehistoric humans were

 equipped with the technology to carry them on long expeditions and migra-

 tions, far longer than one might imagine to have been possible at the time.1 In

 this light, Roy Andrew Miller's inveterate linking of the Japanese language to
 Altaic languages is clearly not at all far-fetched,2 although demographers urge

 caution to those who assume that people and cultures or languages necessarily
 have to 'move' together. Postwar research in the Soviet Union is steadily in-

 creasing our understanding of prehistoric exchange between Japan and north-
 east Asia.3 Cultural exchange between Japan and China and Korea is now so
 well documented as to require no citation. Moreover, we should bear in mind

 that the land that is now Japan has been peopled since long before it assumed

 its present form as an archipelago. Archaeological evidence, for example from
 Lake Nojiri, conclusively proves that humans were there hunting Naumann's

 elephants and giant deer, probably in organized bands, some 30,000 years ago,
 about 20,000 years before 'Japan' was cut off from the Asian mainland.4

 All these various people, and probably others of whom we have little or no
 knowledge, might well have contributed to the conceptualization and system-
 atization of space in ancient Japan, including the chief axis of orientation.

 Chinese Influence on Ancient Japanese Spatial Organization
 There is little doubt that Chinese customs and philosophy influenced the

 organization of space in ancient Japan, and there is a considerable body of
 evidence of the precise forms that those influences took. These include most
 notably the construction of cities and other administrative centers, and the

 layout of paddy fields in some parts of the country. What concepts these

 Chinese-influenced perceptions of space replaced has so far been given much
 less attention by scholars.

 1 Irving Rouse, Migrations in Prehistory:
 Inferring Population Movement from
 Cultural Remains, Yale U.P., 1986; Alan
 Thorne & Robert Raymond, Man on the Rim:
 The Peopling of the Pacific, Angus & Robert-
 son, Sydney & London, 1989.

 2 See, for example, Roy Andrew Miller,
 'Linguistic Evidence and Japanese Prehis-
 tory', in Richard Pearson, ed., Windows on
 the Japanese Past: Studies in Archaeology

 and Prehistory, Center for Japanese
 Studies, University of Michigan, 1986, pp.
 101-20.

 3 Kikuchi Toshihiko, 'Continental Culture
 and Hokkaido', in Pearson, pp. 149-62.

 4 Masao Minato, ed., Japan and Its
 Nature, Heibonsha, 1977, pp. 141-50; Martin
 Collcutt et al., ed., Cultural Atlas of Japan,
 Phaidon, Oxford, 1988, pp. 32-36.
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 PALMER: Land of the Rising Sun 71

 The adoption in Japan of the ideal Chinese capital has been described in

 detail in English elsewhere,5 but the epitome of this ideal was the city of

 Ch'ang-an At, capital of T'ang China from 618 to 904. In Japan, 'the earliest
 known example may possibly have been the residential quarters surrounding

 the court complex of Kiyomigahara . . . constructed by Temmu Tenno . . . in

 672. . . ,' although such a project had certainly been mooted earlier.6
 Thereafter Japanese capital cities were planned and designed on basically

 Chinese principles on an ever grander scale: Fujiwara-kyo , 694-710;
 Heijo-kyo 'F (Nara), 710-784; Nagaoka-kyo : 784-794; and finally

 Heian-kyo PFAy, (Kyoto), 794-1868.
 The chief factor in the planning of the location of the new capitals was

 the consideration that had likewise governed the construction of the Chinese

 capitals: the practice of a geomancy or topomancy, 'divination from the forms

 of the physical environment', known as feng-shui (J. fusui) )Ak7J.7 This is an
 elaborate and syncretic form of divination that assumed its main characteris-

 tics around the second or third century B.C. in China. It involves choosing a

 site and orienting it so that it may acquire a maximum of ch'i X, 'life-breath',
 and a minimum of sha ., 'noxious influences', through careful observation of

 physical features, especially mountains and watercourses, in relation to yin 1W

 and yang M, the Five Elements (wu-hsing, J. gogyo, iiIY), the cardinal points,
 asterisms, the sexagenary cycle, and so on. The result is the choice of a site that

 is sheltered, sunny, airy, well drained, and aesthetically pleasing to boot.8 It is
 not clear exactly when feng-shui geomancy was first brought to the attention

 and concern of the Japanese; clearly, like many other aspects of imported

 Chinese culture, it was not 'suddenly' introduced in the seventh century, but
 the Japanese may well have known about it for some centuries earlier.

 Feng-shui in China was of paramount importance for auspicious siting of

 graves, but burial mounds, or kofun tjR, in Japan were not necessarily
 oriented likewise to the cardinal points.9 Figure 1 shows the cluster of round

 and keyhole-shaped tombs at Miwa -_ in Nara prefecture. 10 Many scholars

 believe these tumuli to epitomize Yamato mound building1" and a cursory
 glance presents the impression that there is little consistency among them as
 regards their orientation.

 5 See, for example, Takeo Yasaki, Social
 Change and the City in Japan: From Earliest
 Times through the Industrial Revolution,
 Japan Publications, 1968, pp. 18-55; J. Ed-
 ward Kidder, Jr, Early Buddhist Japan,
 Thames & Hudson, London, 1972, pp. 42-49;
 Paul Wheatley & Thomas See, From Court to
 Capital: A Tentative Interpretation of the
 Origins of the Japanese Urban Tradition, Uni-
 versity of Chicago Press, 1978; Senda Minoru,
 'Territorial Possession in Ancient Japan: The
 Real and the Perceived', in Association of
 Japanese Geographers, ed., Geography of

 Japan, Teikoku Shoin, 1980, pp. 113-14.
 6 Wheatley & See, p. 113.
 7 Stephan Feuchtwang, An Anthropolo-

 gical Analysis of Chinese Geomancy, Vithagna,
 Vientiane, 1974, p. 4.

 8 Feuchtwang, pp. 117-18.
 9 Wheatley & See, p. 55.
 10 Okauchi Mitsuzane, 'Mounded Tombs

 in East Asia from the 3rd to 7th Centuries
 A.D.', in Pearson, p. 133.

 11 See, for example, Owa Iwao )jn,;
 Amaterasu Omikami to Zempo Koenfun no

 Nazo XfAfi) 2 rij V51 FTAONiQ, Rokko, 1983.
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 There is reason to believe that, when the Japanese islanders adopted the tumulus

 tomb, what really appealed to them was its form and that they had only an im-

 perfect awareness of its function. It may not be without significance that the

 groups who initially espoused the burial mound were located in central Japan,

 remote from northern Kyushu, the region where continental influence was ex-

 perienced most immediately. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to assume that

 the earliest mound builders had little direct knowledge of continental mortuary

 practices. 12

 It is not implausible that the Japanese were ignorant of basic feng-shui prin-

 ciples, but given their advanced understanding of the technology of mound-

 building, it seems strange that they had not 'understood' these principles.

 There may well have been some other reason and we will return to this problem

 later.

 Whereas the main axis in China was always north-south, in Japan it became

 northeast to southwest. 'This may well be a variation from the Chinese to

 accommodate the different weather conditions that prevail in Japan,'13 in

 particular perhaps the seasonal prevailing wind directions. But the question of

 axial alignment is too important to be dismissed simplistically.

 Senda Minoru has pointed out that examination of field patterns in areas

 where there is evidence of the jori 4fl 'grid' system tends to suggest that this
 system of the ritsuryo MW period was added to, or perhaps superimposed
 upon, an earlier field grid pattern that, he infers, was used in miyake fLitf,
 lands directly under the control of the Yamato court. His conclusion is reached

 on the basis of differing axial alignments for the two sets of field patterns. One

 example is of a northeast-southwest jori axis of field patterns found in conjunc-
 tion with an earlier north-south axis. Senda is able to explain these differing

 axes in the same locality only by a difference in the date of establishment; he
 makes no attempt to explain the choice of the axes themselves.14 Providing

 Senda's dating is correct, this suggests that realignment of the 'Chinese' axis

 to adapt it to the Japanese environment was already occurring in the sixth or
 early seventh centuries.

 According to Feuchtwang, 'the animals of the four quarters are nowhere

 mentioned' in Japan.15 This is, strictly speaking, not true. Late seventh- and

 eighth-century cities, both central capitals and provincial capitals, did refer to

 these animals,16 that is, the Black Turtle (gembu At) of the north, the Azure
 Dragon (seiryo m of the east, the Red Bird (suzaku *k*) of the south, and
 the White Tiger (byakko F3iy) of the west. They are also represented in wall
 paintings in the burial chamber of the Takamatsuzuka -,Aijt Tomb, which
 may date to the last decade of the seventh century and may be the tomb of a

 Korean.17 There are also references to red birds in Nihon Shoki.18

 12 Wheatley & See, pp. 44-45.
 13 Feuchtwang, p. 227.
 14 Senda, p. 108.
 15 Feuchtwang, p. 227.

 16 Senda, p. 114; Yamada Yasuhiko LWFf,
 j, Kodai no Hoi Shinko to Chiiki Keikaku
 -& )fvEJ e P -tf i, Kokon Shoin, 1986.

 17 J. Edward Kidder, Jr, 'The Newly Dis-
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 (1972), p. 247.
 18 W. G. Aston, tr., Nihongi: Chronicles of

 Japan from the Earliest Times to A.D. 697,
 Tuttle, 1972, 2, pp. 337, 347, 351, 407 & 409;
 Owa, p. 103.

 19 Akima Toshio, 'The Songs of the Dead:
 Poetry, Drama, and Ancient Death Rituals in
 Japan', in JAS 41:3 (1982), pp. 494 & 498;
 Donald L. Philippi, tr., Kojiki, Princeton U.P.
 & University of Tokyo Press, 1968, p. 126, n.
 11.
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 74 Monumenta Nipponica, 46:1

 realignment of the chief axis; and, as shown below, the cardinal points were

 probably not yet meaningful points of reference for the Japanese.

 What the Japanese adopted, perhaps through a Korean intermediary, was not
 the social structure of Ch'ang-an, and certainly not its way of life, but simply its
 formal design .... on the evidence currently available, it is impossible to say
 whether the Japanese adapted the general principles of urban design embodied in
 the lay-out of Ch'ang-an to their own cultural requirements or adopted more or
 less in its entirety a Korean modification of the great Chinese imperial capital.20

 In the light of the above examples, however, it seems likely that whether the

 Japanese city was modeled directly on Ch'ang-an or on a Korean copy of it,
 adaptations did in fact take place.

 What was adopted was the concept of a rectangular city boundary, but

 without the great wall of its continental counterparts, divided into a grid of

 roads, with a wide central avenue (Suzaku-Oji **+kW) running north-south as
 the main entrance to and thoroughfare of the city. It divided the city in two

 mirror-image halves, the Left Capital in the east, and the Right Capital in the
 west. At its north end was the compound of the daidairi IkF', or Great Palace
 Enclosure, and the very pivot of the state, indeed the universe.

 In its original Chinese conception:

 The directional equality implicit in cardinal orientation in practice yielded to a

 southerly bias, deriving from the fact that the Purple Hidden Enclosure, from
 which T'ai I, the Chinese cosmocrator, ruled the universe, lay to the north of the
 terrestrial capital. As T'ai I, in his dealings with men, faced south, his earthly
 counterpart of necessity did likewise and thereby conferred preeminence on the
 longitudinal axis, the celestial meridian writ small.22

 Now T'ai I, J. tai-itsu, t- is a deification of the Pole Star, a fixed star in
 the north around which the other stars appear to revolve. The Pole Star being
 the pole that supports 'the lid of Heaven', Heaven or the sky is conceived as
 a circle. (This is in contrast to the Earth, which the Chinese represented as a

 square.) And this is why north was the pre-eminent direction for the Chinese.
 In practice, even in China, cities were often not aligned with true north, but

 were a few degrees off, for a variety of possible reasons,23 and the north-south

 orientation of the Japanese cities compares well. Presumably the retention of

 the 'Chinese' north-south axis was considered more important for a capital

 city than for the orientation of, say, fields. But there may be a more plausible

 explanation for general resistance on the part of the Japanese to north-south
 axial orientation.

 20 Wheatley & See, pp. 124 & 127-28.
 21 Wheatley & See, pp. 131-32.
 22 Wheatley & See, p. 116; see also

 Feuchtwang, pp. 36-37.

 23 Paul Wheatley, The Pivot of the Four
 Quarters, University of Edinburgh Press,
 1971, pp. 426-28.
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 PALMER: Land of the Rising Sun 75

 Japanese East- West Axial Orientation

 One explanation for the lack of axial alignment discernible among Japanese

 burial mounds of the Tumulus Period may be that at that stage (third-fifth cen-

 turies) the Japanese had not internalized the continental concept of cardinal

 orientation. Senda interprets the Japanese creation myth of Nihon Shoki in

 which 'Kyushu and Shikoku were expressed as having one body and four

 faces' as 'a reflection of the quadrivial viewpoint of the ancient people.'24
 But this could easily be an embellishment to the original myth by the eighth-

 century compilers of Nihon Shoki, who had most certainly been influenced by

 the Chinese world-view and who were also no doubt anxious to show off their

 acquisition of continental refinements.

 In Kojiki there is only one other indication of a quadrivial world-view, and

 this is when Emperor Nintoku ftI_ climbs a mountain to view 'the lands of the
 four quarters'. Philippi notes that this probably refers to 'the ancient custom

 of land-viewing (kuni-mi), a ritual ceremony in which the emperor climbed a hill

 or mountain and surveyed the state of the land.'25 The expression describing

 the practice in this passage is clearly Chinese-influenced.

 There appears to be little or no direct written evidence that states un-

 equivocally that the chief axis for the ancient Japanese was not north-south,

 nor that it was east-west, but evidence can be drawn indirectly from a variety

 of sources. One of these is the frequency of occurrence of the cardinal points

 in early works such as Kojiki, considered to be influenced less by sinicization
 than Nihon Shoki. Despite all the comings and goings related in this work, the

 cardinal points are referred to remarkably little, only about nineteen times in

 all if we exclude the preface. Inter-cardinal points are not mentioned at all;

 even more remarkably, north is not mentioned at all, and south only once,

 while west appears eight times and east some ten times.

 A similar survey of frequency of occurrence of the cardinal points in Nihon

 Shoki, completed in 720 only eight years after Kojiki, reveals a similar pro-
 pensity, despite much more Chinese influence:

 southeast 3 north 25

 northwest 6 south 44

 southwest 6 west 92

 northeast 7 east 112

 By then Chinese influence was already such that the inter-cardinal points

 appear in moderation, as does mention of the Four (or Six) Quarters, some
 thirteen times. It is probably no coincidence that of these, northeast is the
 most frequent, but indisputably east and west overwhelmingly predominate,

 especially east.
 Clearly, if the directions given in these early works were all intended for

 24 Senda, pp. 113-14.

 25 Philippi, p. 303, n. 1; Aoki Kazuo F t1
 A et al., ed., Kojiki, Nihon Shiso Taikei 1,
 Iwanami, 1982, p. 231.
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 76 Monumenta Nipponica, 46:1

 literal interpretation as geographical indicators, it is unlikely that their fre-

 quency distribution would be so skewed. East and west, even in these small

 samples, are disproportionately frequent and surely have some special
 significance.

 It could be that the east-west axis was the most important axis of orientation

 that it predominates numerically in these texts; on the other hand, it is possible
 that the north-south axis, especially perhaps north, was in some way 'unmen-

 tionable', or taboo; or a combination of these two hypotheses, or some other

 reason. There are in fact three references, two in Kojiki and one in Nihon
 Shoki, that indicate that there was some kind of taboo associated with north
 and south, and they hint at the reason being a combination of the two

 possibilities mentioned above. The Kojiki references are as follows:

 Then [Itu-se-no-mikoto] said:

 'It is not right for me, the child of the sun-deity, to fight facing the sun. This is

 why I have been wounded by such a lowly wretch. Now let us go around to where

 the sun will be at our backs and attack.'

 Thus agreeing, they went around from the south.26

 At this time, Waka-kusaka-be-n6-miko sent word to the emperor:

 'It is an awesome thing that you should deign to come with the sun at your

 back. Rather let me go up directly [to the capital] and serve you.'

 For this reason, he went back to the palace.27

 Nihon Shoki is more enlightening, although some Chinese influence is ap-

 parent:

 The Emperor was vexed, and revolved in his inmost heart a divine plan, saying:-
 'I am the descendant of the Sun-Goddess, and if I proceed against the Sun to

 attack the enemy, I shall act contrary to the way of Heaven. Better to retreat and
 make a show of weakness. Then sacrificing to the Gods of Heaven and Earth,
 and bringing on our backs the might of the Sun-Goddess, let us follow her rays
 and trample them down. If we do so, the enemy will assuredly be routed of
 themselves, and we shall not stain our swords with blood.'28

 While there are obvious practical disadvantages to engaging in armed combat

 facing the sun, these passages imply belief in the attribution of mystical powers
 to the sun. Evidently the (midday?) sun was deemed able to impart strength to
 those on whose backs it shone and to weaken those who faced it.

 There are also some clear examples of auspicious associations with east and
 west. For example,

 At this time he said:

 'This place is opposite the land of Kara; [it is a place to which one] comes di-
 rectly through the Cape of Kasasa, a land where the morning sun shines directly,
 a land where the rays of the evening sun are brilliant. This is a most excellent
 place.'29

 26 Kojiki, 2:48:6; Philippi, p. 165.
 27 Kojiki, 3:128:13-14; Philippi, p. 351.

 28 Aston, 1, p. 113.
 29 Kojiki 1:39:17; Philippi, p. 141.
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 PALMER: Land of the Rising Sun 77

 The shade of this tree, when the morning sun shone on it, reached the island of

 Apadi; when the evening sun shone on it, it crossed Takayasu mountain.30

 The narrative continues that when this tree was cut down, it made a fast-

 moving boat; when that boat became dilapidated, its timbers were burned for

 salt, and what was left was made into a sweet-toned zither. The implication is

 that the tree was luck-giving.

 A similar passage occurs in Nihon Shoki:

 The Emperor enquired, saying:-'What tree is this?' There was there an old

 man who said:-'This is a Kunigi tree. Before it fell down, when the rays of the
 morning sun fell on it, it overshadowed the Hill of Kishima; when the rays of the
 evening sun fell on it, it covered Mount Aso.' The Emperor said:-'This tree is a
 divine tree. . 31

 A poem recorded in Kojiki eulogizes the palace of Emperor Yuiryaku AWN as
 follows:

 The palace of Pisir6

 At Makimuku

 Is a palace where shines

 The morning sun,

 A palace where gleams

 The evening sun,

 Is a palace where the roots

 Of the bamboo are plentiful,
 A palace where the roots

 Of the trees are long and extended,
 Is a palace built

 On firmly pounded soil.32

 This is not to claim that none of the references to directions in these early
 works can be taken literally, as some obviously can, and many have neutral

 connotations. Nevertheless, their relative frequencies of occurrence, combined
 with their context of usage as in the above examples, suggests a predominating
 east-west axis of greatest auspiciousness.

 Senda explores the possibility of a Japanese predominant east-west axis with

 a more sophisticated method of analysis. By comparing the content of several

 of the myths contained in Kojiki referring to the regions of Izumo (in present-
 day Shimane) and Himuka/Hyutga (in present-day Miyazaki), he detects the
 following contrasting symbolism:

 IZUMO HIMUKA

 death life

 pollution purity
 chaos order

 shady sunny

 30 Kojiki 3:117:2; Philippi, p. 322.
 31 Aston, 1, p. 199.

 32 Kojiki 3:133:17-28; Philippi, p. 363.
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 78 Monumenta Nipponica, 46:1

 Himuka represents, in all aspects, 'superiority' over Izumo's 'inferiority'.

 What is more, while Izumo is associated with Kii, Himuka is associated with
 Ise. From the point of view of the court centered in the Yamato capital, the

 Izumo-Kii route forms an 'inferior' north-south axis, while the Himuka-Ise

 route suggests a 'superior' east-west one.33 Now Himuka H r, is the stem of the
 verb himukau, 'to face the sun[rise]'. It is surely no coincidence that its associ-

 ated symbolism is so positive; nor that Ise is the location of the major shrine

 dedicated to the sun goddess Amaterasu. Moreover, in ancient Japan, Yomi X

 7 the so-called Underworld, was not conceived so much as being downward,
 but rather over the sea, in particular, beyond the land of Izumo, which from
 Yamato is the direction of sunset on the summer solstice.34

 Other scholars in related fields have produced corroborative evidence that

 supports the hypothesis of early Japanese east-west axial alignment. Yoshi-

 mura Teiji has attempted to refute the assumption that before the intro-

 duction of the Chinese lunar calendar the Japanese had no calendrical
 system. He argues that a calendar did exist, a solar calendar, which took as its

 New Year the winter solstice. Among his many items of evidence, he includes

 the prehistoric stone circles, the largest of which are in Akita prefecture, dated
 to around 3,000 years ago, and which are aligned to sunrise on the morning of
 the winter solstice. Yoshimura goes on to suggest that the predominant north-

 south axial world-view of much of China and Europe is based on reference to

 the Pole Star, which is fixed, and that peoples who held this world-view conse-
 quently held space to be static. He proposes that the Japanese world-view was

 based on an east-west axis, in turn based on the sun, which not only moves

 across the sky daily from east to west but rises and sets in different positions on
 the horizon throughout the year. As such, it might be expected to have pro-
 duced a somewhat more flexible or dynamic concept of space.35

 Moreover, Nihon Shoki offers other clues to the earliest system of orienta-
 tion in Japan. In the entry for Autumn, Ninth Month, Seimu 5, there is the

 following passage:

 In this way East and West were reckoned as in a line with the sun, while North
 and South were reckoned as athwart the sun. The sunny side of the mountains

 was called the light-face and the shady side of the mountains was called the back-

 face.36

 In this passage, the expression hinotate H X, 'longitude of the sun', is apparent-

 ly used to describe east-west ('in a line with the sun'), which is to say the

 'length' of the sun's daily course. This is in contrast to hinoyoko H M, 'latitude

 33 Senda Minoru 1FBLHit, 'Kodai Kiukan no
 Kozo' J in Nara Joshi Daigaku

 Chirigaku Kenkyui Hokoku r, P
 @RttR, 1979, pp. 47-49.

 34 Akima, p. 488; Owa, pp. 244 & 294.
 35 Yoshimura Teiji PI, Nihon Kodai

 Reki no Shomei F]*tNrOEHA, Rokko

 Shuppan, 1981, pp. 168-69 & 231; see also
 Owa, p. 152.

 Incidentally, Yoshimura takes this east-west
 axis as uniquely Japanese, which, as we will
 see below, it may perhaps not be.

 36 Aston, 1, p. 216.
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 PALMER: Land of the Rising Sun 79

 of the sun', to describe north-south, 'athwart' or 'across' the sun's daily

 course. Further, kagetomo gA is yama no minami or san'yo RA, the sunny

 side of the mountains, while sotomo -If, 'back-facing', is yama no kita or
 san'in ijtk, the shady side of the mountains. (Incidentally, San'yo and San'in
 are to this day the names of the regions facing south and north of the Chuigoku

 mountain range.) Senda interprets this passage as follows: 'This indicates East

 (the Tokaido and Tosando), West (the Saikaido), South (the Nankaido),
 North (the Hokurikudo), the San'yodo and the San'indo, which were ad-

 ministrative units under the ritsuryo system.'37

 Yamada takes the same passage more or less literally to indicate that

 hinotate meant the east-west axis and hinoyoko, the north-south axis.38 Senda

 more recently also subscribes to this view.39 Owa, on the other hand, treats

 it as indicating a personifying of the sun. Hinotate or hinotatashi, variously

 written H gt, H 5, H M, is derived from tatsu, 'to rise'. After rising, the sun
 traverses the sky to where it 'lies down', hinoyoko being close in meaning to
 yoko ni naru, 'to lie down'. In other words, hinotate/hinotashi means east, the

 direction of sunrise, and hinoyoko means west, the direction of sunset. Owa

 takes the two expressions containing 'mountains' to mean south and north, the
 mountains being fixed markers for observing the sun's passage across the sky

 during the day. Confusion over the meaning of the words hinotate, hinoyoko,
 sotomo, and kagetomo has come about because of misunderstanding of the

 stylistic ornamentation of the kambun text.40
 Owa's interpretation is persuasive, especially when the above passage from

 Nihon Shoki is considered together with an excerpt from Man'yoshu, 1:52,

 'On the Well at the Palace of Fujiwara', which contains similar vocabulary:

 The green hill of Kagu of Yamato

 Stands at the eastern gate,
 A luxuriant spring-time hill;

 Unebi, with its fragrant slopes,

 Rises at the western gate,

 Ever fresh and flourishing;

 Miminashi, the green sedgy mount,

 Rears at the northern gate,

 Its form divine;

 And the mountains of Yoshinu, of lovely name,

 Soar into the sky,

 Far from the southern gate.4'

 Most interpretations of this poem equate the expressions hinotatashi,

 hinoyokoshi, kagetomo, and sotomo straightforwardly with east, west, south,
 and north, as in the standard translation presented above. Certainly, hi-
 notatashi and hinoyokoshi unequivocally do not mean respectively east-west

 37 Senda (1979), p. 46.
 38 Yamada, p. 191.

 39 Personal communication, 1990.

 40 Owa, pp. 223-24.
 41 Nippon Gakujutsu Shinkokai, tr., The

 Manyoshu, Columbia U.P., 1965, p. 69.
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 and north-south axes in this context. But as Owa shows, the hills called (Ama)
 kagu(yama) and Unebi(yama) in fact are not due east and west of Fujiwara-

 kyo but are in the directions respectively of sunrise and sunset at the midwinter

 solstice. In short, hinotatashi ('east') and hinoyokoshi ('west') mean either the

 directions of sunrise and sunset on special days, for example, the midwinter

 solstice, or throughout the year:

 For the ancient Japanese, the directions of sunrise and sunset were east and west,

 with the solstices indicating the extreme points, and the changes on those days

 formed the norm for orientation. So east was the direction of sunrise through the

 year (from ESE to ENE), and west was the direction of sunset throughout the

 year (from WNW to WSW).42

 North

 West hinoyoko hinotate v East

 kagetomo

 South

 This clearly owes much to Yoshimura's hypothesis that the chief axis of
 orientation for the ancient Japanese was east-west, but it also develops
 Yoshimura's theory by clarifying how that orientation was 'dynamic' or un-

 fixed, unlike orientation based on the static Pole Star.43
 Regarding Fujiwara-kyo, eulogized in the above poem, Yamada argues

 cogently that the site of the palace was deliberately selected so that the winter
 solstitial sunrise could be observed over Amakaguyama from the garden of

 42 Owa, pp. 222-23.  43 Yoshimura, p. 231.
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 the Juinido tii of the Chodoin WtE ('Hall of State Compound') of the
 Fujiwara Palace.44 It was not only the location of new palaces in which the

 direction of sunrise or sunset on a particular day over certain sacred mountains

 was a crucial determinant factor, as we will see.

 The argument here lends considerable credibility to Ebersole's reinterpreta-

 tion of another sequence of poems in Man'yoshu 1:45-49, 'On the Occasion of

 the Night-Sojourn of Karunomiko (Prince Karu) on the Aki Plain'.45 Accord-
 ing to the orthodox view, this sequence is a spontaneous expression of

 nostalgia. But Ebersole shows that it is instead a contrived magico-religious

 contribution by the poet Kakinomoto Hitomaro " Ag on the occasion of a
 ritual associated with the accession ceremony of Prince Karu to the position of

 Crown Prince in 692 or 693. From Ebersole's interpretation, it becomes clear
 that the 'night-sojourn' is none other than the ten-year-old prince's watch

 through the night upon Aki no No, a mountain moorland that was a hunting

 ground for his late father. The souls of the dead were believed to rest in moun-

 tains or beyond the sea,46 and 'The wild fields are the dead man's katami, the

 thing by which to remember him.'47 The night is the eve of the winter solstice,

 and poem 48 reads:

 Eastward on the fields

 A flickering of flame begins
 To rise against the dark,

 And looking back the sunken moon

 Is seen to rest upon the land.48

 At dawn on the winter solstice in the mountains, the young prince is mysti-

 cally reunited with the souls of his forebears, and thereby is invested as

 Crown Prince. Clearly, such an investiture is primarily a religious ritual akin

 to the daij6sai )<,& the religious rite accompanying the enthronement,
 rather than purely an administrative function. The place, a mountain moorland, is

 sacralized space, and the time, sunrise on the winter solstice, is sacred time.
 Ebersole suggests that this moment is somehow timeless, the 'eternal now'.49

 The importance of the Sun Goddess Amaterasu Omikami ~KIU,l377k in the
 Japanese pantheon is generally acknowledged. It seems likely, then, that the

 sun in early Japan was deemed the fount and fusion of concepts not only of
 divinity but also of time and space. The beginnings of a sun-worshipping cult

 are difficult to establish. It is possible that the Amaterasu myth is derived from

 44 Yamada, pp. 166 & 192.
 45 Gary L. Ebersole, 'The Religio-Aesthetic

 Complex in Manyoshu Poetry with Special
 Reference to Hitonomaro's Aki no No Se-
 quence', in History of Religions, 23:1 (1983),
 pp. 18-36.

 46 Ebersole, p. 28; Joseph M. Kitagawa,
 'Reality and Illusion: Some Characteristics of

 the Early Japanese "World of Meaning" ', in

 Journal of the Oriental Society of Australia,
 11(1976), p. 5.

 47 Ebersole, p. 25.
 48 Translation from Edwin A. Cranston,

 'Five Poetic Sequences from the Man'yoshu',
 in Journal of the Association of Teachers of
 Japanese, 13, p. 30, quoted by Ebersole, p.
 22.

 49 Ebersole, p. 35.
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 an ethnic group centered on a region south of the Yang-tse in China, while

 Takamimusubi WtAJ H, another deity associated with the sun, was possibly
 derived from Altaic sources.50

 According to Waida:

 Various forms of the solar cult, which local political dependents had long en-

 joyed, . . . came under imperial control in the second half of this [the sixth]

 century. This meant the concentration and centralization of the solar cult to

 the ruler's household, whose sanctuary had been located at Ise since 477. The cult

 object worshipped by the imperial household as protecting kami seems to have

 been the sun itself. Known then perhaps as Takaki (or Takamimusubi), the sun

 was served by the female shamanic priest who officiated the solar cult as 'wife of

 the sun'.

 Historically, the entrance of Amaterasu into the history of Japanese religions

 belonged to a recent phenomenon. There is general agreement among scholars

 that the name of the Sun Goddess, Amaterasu, was established only at the end

 of the seventh century. It is certainly true that the imperial household had

 been engaged in the solar cult during the previous centuries, but the solar god
 worshipped in those days was probably known by the name of Takaki (or

 Takamimusubi), not Amaterasu. Takaki had been served by the female shamanic

 priest officiating at the solar cult as his wife. In the course of time, the 'wife of the

 sun' came to be homologized with the sun itself, elevated to divine status, and

 personified as Hirume (meaning 'the wife of the sun'). Perhaps this Hirume was
 the immediate origin of Amaterasu. Understandably, the sacred institution of

 the saigu (or the office of a virgin priestess) at the shrine of Ise played no small

 part in the creation of the conception of the feminized sun and the Sun Goddess
 Amaterasu. This is probably why Japanese mythology points to two deities,

 Takaki (or Takamimusubi) and Amaterasu, as the ancestral kami of the imperial

 household.

 Owa attempts to avoid begging the question and sets out to show the ex-
 istence of sun worship in prehistoric Japan that formed the basis of an

 Amaterasu cult. This, in turn, he argues, determined the orientation of the
 kofun tumuli. Space does not permit a detailed exposition of Owa's elaborate
 argument, but it may be useful to summarize it at some length.

 Owa first explores the myth of Amaterasu Omikami ('The Great Deity who
 Makes the Sky/Heaven Shine'), in which she retreats into a cave in a fit of

 pique and is enticed out by curiosity in the deliberately bawdy entertainment

 being performed outside for this very purpose. As she opens the door stone of
 the cave slightly to see what is going on, one of those outside holds up a mirror

 to magnify her brilliant reflection. She is duped by the ruse, which plays to her

 50 Joseph M. Kitagawa, 'Prehistoric Back-
 ground of Japanese Religion', in History of
 Religions, 2:2 (1963), pp. 308-09, 318 &
 324, citing Oka Masao, Kulturschichten in
 Alt-Japan, Ph.D. dissertation, University of
 Vienna, 1933; I have not had access to this

 dissertation.

 51 Waida Manabu, 'Sacred Kingship in
 Early Japan: A Historical Introduction', in
 History of Religions, 15:4 (1976), pp. 327 &
 337-38.
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 vanity, and emerges fully. Her admirers block her retreat and she illuminates

 the Plain of High Heaven once again.52 Owa draws upon many examples from

 the ancient world, including Macchu Picchu, Egypt, and the Apocrypha to ex-

 plain a common relationship between caves and cave-like structures as symbols

 of the grave and death; sunrise on the midwinter solstice as a symbol of

 revival, resurrection, and regeneration; caves or rock fissures as symbols of the

 female genitals; and therefore the rays of the sun striking into the openings of

 caves or fissures, particularly at sunrise on the midwinter solstice, as symbolic
 of sexual intercourse, fertility, and regeneration.53 In other words, caves and

 prehistoric burial chambers were places associated at once with death and

 with hope for resurrection, rebirth, and, hence, fertility.54 The episode of

 Amaterasu in the cave contains all these elements, even the bawdy (= fertility
 rites) entertainment. The myth of Amaterasu and the cave is therefore often

 interpreted as symbolic of the sun's waning toward the winter solstice and

 waxing thereafter, and the 'death' and 'resurrection' of the sun.55

 Moreover, imported Chinese bronze mirrors, such as that presumed to have

 been used in the above myth, were prominent grave goods in keyhole kofun

 tumuli; the mirrors themselves date from the Middle and Later Han periods

 and the Wei-Jin periods, that is, about 100 B.C. to A.D. 550, often of a much

 earlier date than the tumuli in which they were discovered.56 It was from

 around the middle of the fourth century that domestically produced mirrors
 began to replace imported ones, and by the late third or early fourth century

 casting techniques in Japan had reached a level comparable with those of

 the continent.57 Owa cites Watsuji Tetsuro as speculating that sun worship
 probably reached a peak around the fifth century but that its origins were older;

 mirrors were a mark of respect, were symbolic of the sun, and use of mirrors

 was probably part and parcel of sun-worship ritual. Thus Owa believes that
 sun worship was already formulated in Japan in the Yayoi period.58

 While a large-scale international comparison is beyond the scope of the pre-

 sent article, it is pertinent to note that the introduction of a copper and bronze

 age in Europe has been associated with the rise of sun worship there. Apropos
 of bronze-age burials (2500-2200 B.C.) in Europe, bodies were laid

 facing east towards the rising sun.... It is arguable that such orientations were

 the result of a developing cult of the sun among societies in which the fires of

 metalworking smiths, the rippling gold of molten copper and the eye-blinding
 brilliance of the sun may have mingled in a rich, entrancing solar cosmology....S9

 52 Kojiki, 1:16; Nihon Shoki, 1:38-47.
 53 For an illustration of this phenomenon,

 see John Manley, Atlas of Prehistoric Britain,
 Guild, London, 1989, plate 36, a photograph
 of Newgrange, Co. Meath, Ireland.

 5 Owa, pp. 13-31.
 55 Yoshimura, pp. 214-16; Owa, pp. 15ff.
 56 Kondo Yoshiro, 'The Keyhole Tumulus

 and Its Relationship to Earlier Forms of

 Burial', in Pearson, p. 335.
 57 Okauchi, in Pearson, p. 142; Umehara

 Sueji, 'Ancient Mirrors and Their Relation-
 ship to Early Japanese Culture', in Acta
 Asiatica, 4 (1963), pp. 70-79.

 58 Owa, p. 31.
 59 Aubrey Burl, The Stonehenge People,

 Barrie & Jenkins, London, 1989, p. 120.
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 Techniques of metal-working entered Japan during the Yayoi period, 300

 B.C.-A.D. 300, and there are additional grounds for suspecting that sun wor-

 ship was already widespread during the Yayoi period. Techniques of incipient

 sedentary agriculture are known to have existed in some parts of the country

 by the preceding Late and Final JOmon period, 2500-300 B.C.60 One cannot
 rule out the possibility that sun worship was introduced from elsewhere along

 with either agriculture or metal-working. With agricultural organization

 comes the pressing need to induce abundant harvests, for which understanding

 of the solar calendar becomes indispensable in order to regulate the farming

 cycle. To know the longest and shortest days is to learn the will of the gods. To

 this end, three directions become of paramount importance: true east (the

 direction of sunrise at the equinoxes), and the directions of sunrise on the two

 solstices. These become sacred directions, and the point from which they can

 be observed becomes sacred or holy as well. The keeper of that powerful place

 is also the keeper of the occult, esoteric, or divinely inspired knowledge, and

 he/she develops into a powerful priest, shaman, magician, and/or monarch.

 Astronomical observation becomes an essential part of matsurigoto JA, or
 religious-cum-secular rule. The palace and/or tomb of the ruler is of necessity

 closely connected with matsurigoto and with knowledge of the equinoxes and/

 or solstices. Indeed, the ruler must retain occult knowledge of the heavens, at

 least rudimentary astronomy, to maintain spiritual contact with the gods and

 preserve secular authority. For such astronomical observations, fixed markers

 are essential, and they typically take the form of large trees, posts, stones, or

 mountain peaks.61

 Owa goes on to catalogue several examples of early shrines and ancient
 burial mounds in Japan and their orientation and close association with

 sunrise and/or the solstices. All this leads to the culmination of his argument,

 which is to link the cult of Amaterasu sun worship with the development of the

 keyhole tomb, which is peculiar to Japan. He notes that mounded tombs with

 'aprons' appeared in the early Yayoi period in the Kinki region, the center of

 Yamato polity, and spread throughout the country; he further contends that

 the emergence of the keyhole tomb coincided with a newly introduced,
 Chinese-influenced sense of direction and orientation.62

 Owa closely examines the orientations of the tombs in the Miwa cluster,
 which contains Ishizuka, the oldest keyhole mound in Yamato, dating from

 290-390. He notes that Ishizuka had some kind of post erected on it, judging

 by the remains of a posthole on the southern side of its 'waist'. The sightline
 from the round part of the mound looking through such a post would lead to

 the point on the azimuth where the sun rises over Mt Miwa on the winter

 solstice. In a direct line 4 km in the opposite direction is a shrine dedicated to

 60 Higuchi Takayasu, 'Relationships be-
 tween Japan and Asia in Ancient Times: In-
 troductory Comments', in Pearson, p. 123.

 61 Owa, pp. 124-52.
 62 Owa, pp. 247 & 254.
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 mirror makers; the name of the shrine is Kagami Tsukuri Nimasu Ama Teru

 Mitama no Jinja , tentatively translated as 'Shrine to the

 spirit of the shining sky in mirror making'. But the central axis of the whole

 mound is oriented toward sunrise over the summit of Mt Miwa on the days of

 risshun v 4 (4 or 5 February) and ritto v X (7 or 8 November), the first days of
 spring and winter, which are essentially Chinese calendrical concepts. In other
 words, this mound demonstrates a blend of the 'old' or indigenous with the

 'new' or imported continental culture. Owa takes this as the earliest sign of

 the introduction into Japan of the Chinese calendar, which took risshun as
 New Year's Day and began to replace the 'Japanese' concept of a New Year's

 commencement on the winter solstice.63
 Obviously, if this theory is correct, it also indicates the period when the con-

 tinental world-view began to encroach on the Japanese consciousness in other
 ways. It is corroborated by the fact that there were Japanese military contacts

 with the Korean peninsula during the 390s and early 400s.64 And it is not

 implausible that bronze-mirror manufacture associated with the sun-worship

 cult started here at Miwa around or a little before the turn of the century,

 given their appearance as grave goods from the middle of the fourth century.
 Moreover, Owa suggests that the shape of the keyhole tumuli, peculiar to

 Japan, is indicative of the introduction of the Chinese world-view in which the

 Sky/Heaven is represented as a circle and the Earth as a square. Gina L.
 Barnes refers to the squarish end as the 'front mound', but I prefer to coin the

 term 'apron' owing to its typical shape. Barnes likewise believes that this sec-

 tion of the keyhole tumulus was provided for the performance of burial rites.65
 But its function might have been for the performance of ceremonies with

 deeper significance than only funeral services. While the 'apron' of keyhole

 mounds is seldom precisely rectangular, it nevertheless shows an influence of

 the Heaven Circle, Earth Square concept. It is recorded that a Japanese envoy
 to Jin in the year 266 witnessed a heaven-worship ceremony that combined

 ceremonies for the ancestors of the new dynasty with the harvest festival. In

 China, such ceremonies were conducted on round mounds, and the officiating
 emperor was regarded as the Son of Heaven (t'ien-tzu, J. tenshi, 7-?).66 In

 Japan at that time there was no supreme ruler but instead several powerful
 chieftains, at least one of whom, the primus inter pares, was deemed Son of
 the Sun, or hiko H -?. The Yamato chiefdom centered on Miwa began to gain

 ascendancy and added to its prestige by emulating and adapting continental
 practices.

 The six largest mounds of the Miwa cluster are oriented as follows:

 63 Owa, pp. 254-61.

 64 See, for example, Gari Ledyard, 'Gallop-
 ing Along with the Horseriders: Looking for
 the Founders of Japan', in Jis 1:2 (1975), p.
 226.

 65 Gina L. Barnes, Protohistoric Yamato,
 University of Michigan Press, 1988, p. 185;
 Owa, p. 247.

 66 Owa, p. 283.
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 Ishizuka EN, to sunrise over the summit of Mt Miwa _5 on risshun.
 Hashihaka WE, to sunrise over the summit of Mt Yuzukigadake IV one
 month prior to the summer solstice.

 Sujin-ryo t W,to sunrise over Yuzukigadake on the winter solstice.

 Keiko-ryo zYHEW, to sunrise over Mt Ryuio ,Ti on the summer solstice.

 Nishitonozuka AL and Chausuyama ASS, both to north-south.
 Mesuriyama / 7, 9 lX, to east-west.67

 Owa concludes that the mounds oriented to a sacred mountain indicate
 tumuli belonging to the earliest Yamato leaders. They are keyhole mounds, in-

 fluenced by the Heaven Circle, Earth Square concept, indicating the divine

 status of their occupants. Those aligned east-west or north-south, of the

 zempo koho -IJjlj type, are the tumuli of marginal or lower-status per-
 sonages, both mound and 'apron' being rectangular and therefore earthly.

 This means, then, that the Chinese world-view, including its calendar and its

 chief directions, was already entering the awareness of the Yamato leaders at

 Miwa during the late third century. This was perhaps to emphasize the cultural

 superiority of the leaders, to set them apart from their own populace or other

 clans.68 Indeed, Barnes presents evidence suggesting that the people of Miwa
 were vying for supremacy with others in and around the Nara Basin from the

 late Yayoi period.69

 Finally, another scholar to have noted the possibility of a world-view based

 not on north but east is Roy Andrew Miller. As mentioned above, the assump-
 tion that the 'Japanese' all migrated from elsewhere is questionable, even
 downright misleading, but the linguistic evidence that Miller provides is perti-
 nent to the present discussion.

 The Japanese brought with them to the islands no fixed system of cardinal-point
 orientation, and there is no lexical evidence for magnetic-compass directions.

 Japanese kita 'north' goes with J ketsu 'buttocks, behind' and further relates to
 pA *gede, *gedi 'occiput' (Kolesnikova 1972: 101-2; Poppe 1974: 127). In other
 words, 'north' was what was behind one, in a south-facing system of physical
 orientation. But south-facing systems of orientation in Eurasia are always highly
 suspect of having resulted from Chinese influence. This makes it particularly im-
 portant to note that Japanese also preserves lexical evidence for another (and
 earlier?) east-facing system of orientation, one that was most likely, like the
 similar system known from among the earliest Turkic peoples, connected with
 the cult of the rising sun (Kononov 1977: 62). This Japanese linguistic evidence is

 preserved in the minor etymological assemblage represented by J nishi 'west,' but
 Ryukyu (R) nisi 'north.' These two directional terms can hardly be unrelated
 forms, but the difference in meaning between the two shows that there was a
 change in systems of orientation as the language moved down into the archi-
 pelago. With these two go pA *nirj 'left, to the north' ('left' = 'north' in an east-
 facing system of orientation)....70

 67 I am much indebted to Professor Senda
 Minoru for his help with reading these place
 names.

 68 Owa, p. 299.
 69 Barnes, pp. 185-190.
 70 Miller, p. 108.
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 In short, the east-west axially aligned world-view of the early Japanese

 people as detected by Yoshimura may perhaps not be unique to Japan, but
 may have been derived, along with some aspects of vocabulary, or even through

 the language itself, from a 'Proto-Altaic' or some other people.7

 Implications

 If the hypothesis of a predominant east-west axis is largely or wholly correct, it

 goes some considerable way toward explaining several of the deviations ob-

 served in Japan from the norms of 'imported' continental customs. In short,

 the concept of east-west axial orientation in early Japan was probably strong
 enough to resist continental north-south orientation in the main until relatively
 late, perhaps into the sixth to eighth centuries.

 For example, Wheatley and See assume that the Japanese of the Tumulus

 Period were simply ignorant of 'continental mortuary practices'. 72 Okauchi's

 comparative study of Chinese, Korean, and Japanese burial mounds em-
 phasizes the similarities among them.73 The Japanese were clearly not all

 that ignorant, even of the reasonably sophisticated technology required for
 constructing huge burial mounds. Moreover, many craftsmen, including
 stonemasons, were brought from the Asian continent.74 How could even they

 have been ignorant of the importance of north-south axial alignment for
 graves? It seems more likely that as far as axial alignment of kofun burial

 mounds is concerned, the Japanese understood the importance of north-south
 alignment to the Chinese, but deliberately chose either to dismiss its applica-
 bility to themselves, or to adapt it as need arose. After all, it would have been
 at odds with their own east-west oriented world-view to begin with, and was
 thus far less important or even irrelevant to them.

 Yamada throws considerable light on the subject. He stresses that for an-

 cient people, whose lives were short, disease-ridden, and prone to famine, it
 was essential to seek out the divine providence in nature, to act in accordance
 with it, and to shun behavior that violated it. This was to be achieved by any

 means possible, and meant that by the seventh to ninth centuries both Shinto

 and Buddhist principles were being incorporated into what would nowadays be
 termed 'regional planning'. For example, at the level of the 'natural' village,

 the Shinto shrine remained the spiritual and secular center, while superimpos-
 ed over that, at the level of the continental concept of the 'amalgamated'
 village, the Buddhist temple was the spiritual center, endorsed by the new ritsu-
 ryo state. From a variety of examples, including 'frontier' settlements of the

 Tohoku region such as Isawajo NjRNa, established in 802, Yamada shows that
 the site of new settlements of that period was chosen both by careful orienta-
 tion for observation of sunrise on the solstices over key markers such as moun-

 71 Kononov's paper, cited by Miller, ex-
 plores orientation among a variety of Asian
 ethnic groups from a linguistic viewpoint.

 72 See n. 12, above.

 73 Okauchi, in Pearson, pp. 127-48.
 74 Wada Seigo, 'Political Interpretations

 of Stone Coffin Production in Protohistoric
 Japan', in Pearson, p. 366.
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 tain peaks, and to accord well with continental geomantic divination. Facilities

 such as shrines, temples, and government offices were located there precisely

 because such a site was most sacred and would intercede for humans with the

 deities or providence of nature; the site would thereby invoke good fortune,

 peace, and prosperity for the region.75

 The northeast-southwest axial alignment in Japan in regard to feng-shui was

 attributed to Japan's weather patterns.76 Senda also notes a northeast-

 southwest axial alignment for jori grid field patterns, which he deems later

 than those with a north-south axis.77 It could be, therefore, that the north-

 south axial alignment of the earlier jori system was an adoption of the Chinese

 model that was later adapted to a northeast-southwest orientation, perhaps as

 a kind of compromise between the pre-eminence of east and north, or an at-

 tempt to combine and draw out the greatest luck from the indigenous most-

 sacred direction of the east, and the north to which continental neighbors

 attached so much importance.

 The Japanese, already familiar with a bipolar division of space in their own

 east-west concept, were, relatively speaking, less resistant to the notion of

 north-south axial alignment than to the Chinese quadrivial world-view of full

 cardinal-point orientation. For this reason, in addition to other possibilities

 suggested above, the Japanese remained relatively unimpressed by the Animals

 of the Four Quarters. They adopted their quadrivial world-view in a fairly
 limited range of contexts, of which city planning is the most conspicuous. And

 even this was resisted and soon abandoned:

 County offices generally followed the same general arrangements [as the capital],
 with some recognizable local differences. The regularity of arrangement,

 however, gradually disappeared during the latter half of the 8th century.78

 And So?

 It is proposed that the early or ancient Japanese conceptualization of space is

 in one sense complicated, having drawn elements not only from the Chinese

 'quadrivial' world-view based on the cardinal points, with north-south as the
 chief axis and north the chief point, but also from another source that is surely
 an earlier, indigenous concept (whatever 'indigenous' may be taken to mean)

 or even perhaps derived from some Altaic or other peoples. In this scheme,
 orientation was, quite literally, primarily to the rising sun in the east, and axial

 alignment was east-west. The ancients were aware that the sun was the source
 of life: a world without the sun would be lifeless, would be death itself.79 They
 worshipped the Sun to entreat its 'revival' after the winter solstice, to cause the
 renewal of growth and crops in the spring, to perpetuate the here-and-now of

 75 Yamada, pp. 103, 104, 229 & 237.
 76 See n. 13, above.
 77 See n. 14, above.
 78 Yamamoto Tadanao, 'Reflections on the

 Development of Historical Archaeology in
 Japan', in Pearson, p. 402.

 79 Yoshimura, p. 208.
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 PALMER: Land of the Rising Sun 89

 life itself. The quadrivial or tetragonal concept of space, then, was most likely
 a continental import that was superimposed upon the earlier 'bivial' world-

 view based upon sunrise and sunset, and eventually subsumed it.

 And what if the early Japanese did conceive of space as having a

 predominantly east-west axis? What if east was the most important direction

 for them? What relevance does it have today? Often we learn so much more

 when we have discovered how to look. Existing evidence from Japanese ar-

 chaeology and prehistory might well become more instructive if evaluated in
 the light of a more appropriate world-view.

 Moreover, this earlier east-west axial world-view is so deeply embedded in

 the cultural psychology of the Japanese that vestiges of it remain today. One

 has only to refer to an atlas to see that in fact the archipelago lies on an axis
 running more or less northeast-southwest. Typically, for example, atlases pro-

 duced in English-speaking countries, showing the southwestern part of the

 country, refer to it as 'southern Japan'. Such a designation is seldom used in
 modern Japan, where 'western Japan' is preferred. Indeed, monographs have

 been written on 'eastern' and 'western' Japan.80 Other examples are not lack-

 ing. In the world of popular but traditional sport, the wrestlers in sumo tour-
 naments are divided into east and west sides, with the former considered the

 senior direction. 'Northeast' in Japanese is tohoku AkL, literally, 'east-north',
 while 'southeast' is tonan X, 'east-south'. And the expression equivalent to
 'north, south, east, west' in English is tozai-namboku kL, 'east, west,
 south, north', in Japanese: precisely in the order of frequency in which they

 appeared in the early texts mentioned above.

 Conclusion

 The foregoing account ties together threads from a wide variety of sources, in-

 cluding archaeology, historical geography, linguistics, and classical literature,

 all of which suggest beyond the bounds of mere coincidence that in early Japan
 there was a predominant east-west axis of orientation. This took the directions

 of sunrise and sunset throughout the year as 'east' and 'west'. The most impor-
 tant direction was that of sunrise on the winter solstice, so important that it

 was probably even considered sacred.

 This predominant axis of orientation was almost certainly associated with
 the cult of sun-worship. It is impossible to know with any certainty when this

 cult developed, but it likely crystallized by the Yayoi period with the introduc-
 tion of agricultural and metal-working technology. The stone circles dating

 back 3,000 years in northeast Japan and aligned to the sun make it clear that in-
 terest in understanding the solar movement existed by that time; just how
 much earlier than 3,000 years ago this interest arose is also a question that is

 80 Ono Susumu KtffY et al., Higashi Nihon
 to Nishi Nihon A E t k A E t, Nihon Editaa

 Sukuiru, 1981.
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 currently unanswered. Whether this was a spontaneous 'indigenous' develop-
 ment, or whether it was derived from cultures outside Japan, for example,

 from central Asia or Altaic peoples, remains largely a matter of speculation.
 If Owa's analysis is correct, a provisional chronology can be suggested as

 follows:

 By 3,000 years ago (Early to Mid-Jomon): development of sun worship?
 By 300 B.C.-A.D. 300 (Yayoi period): zenith of sun cult; bipolar division of

 space with orientation based on directions of sunrise/sunset; direction of sunrise

 on midwinter solstice deemed most important direction.

 From late third century: introduction of Chinese world-view by Yamato

 leaders evident in orientation of kofun.

 From fourth to early ninth centuries: Chinese quadrivial world-view with
 predominant north-south axis used in conjunction with 'indigenous' axis for

 construction of palaces, capitals, provincial cities, etc.

 From sixth or seventh century? Gradual realignment of chief axis to northeast-

 southwest, perhaps to accommodate both systems of orientation, evident in, for

 example, jori field patterns.

 It is to be hoped that further evidence will come to light in due course from
 archaeological research or comparative studies of culture to corroborate or

 refute the argument presented here. The discussion nevertheless adds a deeper

 significance to the meaning of the epithet, Land of the Rising Sun.
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